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APPENDIX
MODEL VALIDATION

In this appendix we validate the models presented in section
IV. The validation procedure is similar to the one described
in [33]. We compare the results obtained with our analytical
model with those obtained using a simulator. The custom
simulator is driven by contacts and uses the same parameters
of the network model (N , C, D, S, M ) and CoCoWa (pd, pc,
pfp, pfn, pm, �, �, ✓). This simulator reads the contact trace
and simulates the behaviour of the watchdog and diffusion
modules to change the state of a node. The simulation finishes
when all the destination nodes D have a Positive state,
obtaining the simulated detection time and cost (T 0

d, O0
d).

Figure 9 shows our validation process. A contact trace is
generated following the same model that was used in [33].
From the contact trace we fit the exponential distribution
in order to obtain the � value required as the input of our
analytical model. We set the network and CoCoWa model
parameters to obtain the detection time and overhead (Td,Od).
Using the same network parameters we obtain time and
overhead using the contact-based simulation. This simulation
is repeated 1000 times in order to obtain a confidence interval
for the mean detection time and overhead (T 0

d, O0
d).

The validation process was based on a set of R repeated
random tests. The tests have different parameter values that are
randomly generated from a defined range of possible values
(see table V). For each test i, a relative modelling error of the
detection time and cost were obtained (✏(i)Td , ✏(i)Od ):

✏(i)Td =

Td(i)� T 0
d(i)

Td(i)
, ✏(i)Od =

Od(i)�O0
d(i)

Od(i)
(10)

After running 1000 tests we obtained the mean error (and
95% confidence intervals). For the detection time the mean
relative error was 4.32 (0.31-8.74)%, and for the overhead
it was 5.92 (0.31-11.15)%. These results validate the model
proposed in this paper. Using this simulator, we also validated
that the distribution between transitions follows an exponential
distribution, preserving the Markovian nature of the process.
Finally, our model was also validated using real mobility
traces, as shown in subsection VI-B.
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Fig. 9: Validation of the model. The input of the simulator and the models
are the network parameters and the system parameters.

Parameters Range
Random Waypoint Model

Node speed (v) U(5, 15)
Communication Range (r) U(100, 250)

Side area (l) U(500, 1500)
Walk time (w) U(10, 200)

Network Parameters
Nodes (N ) I(5, 100)

Selfish nodes (S) I(1, dN/5e)
Malicious nodes (M ) I(0, dN/5e)

Collaborative nodes (C) N �M � S
Destination nodes (D) I(1, C)

CoCoWa Parameters
Probability of detection (pd) U(0.05, 0.3)

Collaboration degree (pc) U(0.05, 0.3)
Rate of false positives (pfp) U(0, 0.3)

Rate of false negatives (pfn) U(0, 0.25)
Maliciousness Probability (pm) U(0, 0.5)

Diffusion factor (�) U(0, 1)
Local trust factor (�) I(1, 5)

Threshold (✓) I(0, 5) + �

TABLE V: Validation scenarios. U(a, b) stands for the uniform distribution
(over interval (a, b)) and I(a, b) for an uniform integer distribution.


